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QUESTÃO 1A. Complete the sentences with the simple presente or presente continuous and the correct form of 

the verbs. 

 

a) Where ___________ the tiger usually ____________________ (hunt)? 

b) Mary __________________________(feed) the pigs right now. 

c) Marcy _______________________(walk) his dog every day. 

d) _______________ you _________________ (watch) the TV show about polar bears right now? 

e) Sharks _________________________ (not have) legs or arms. 

f) Those horses _________________________________ (work) at the moment. 

 
 

QUESTÃO 1B. Write the sentences in presente continuous. 

 

 

a) the cow / eat / grass 

____________________________________________________________________________________________. 

 

b) the hippo / not / sleep 

____________________________________________________________________________________________. 

 

c) I / feed / the horses 

____________________________________________________________________________________________. 

 

d) the cats / sit / in the sun 

____________________________________________________________________________________________. 

 

e) we / play / with the dogs 

____________________________________________________________________________________________. 

 

f) the giraffe / go / to the park 

____________________________________________________________________________________________. 



 

QUESTÃO 2. Write the –ing form for the following verbs. 

 

1. STAND  11. RIDE  

2. SMILE  12. CUT  

3. RUN  13. DANCE  

4. RAIN  14. PUT  

5. SLEEP  15.CHAT  

6. STOP  16. PLAN  

7. WRITE  17. SNOW  

8. EAT  18. FIX  

9. COUNT  19. SAY  

10. WEAR  20. CRY  

 

QUESTÃO 3. Complete the sentences with simple past of BE in affirmative or negative form. 

 

 

a) Yesterday, I ____________________ very tired because I worked a lot. 

b) We didn’t watch that new movie, because we ____________________ late. 

c) Mary _________________ at the library in the morning, she was at school. 

d) The classroom ____________________ hot last week and the students had classes outside. 

e) They ___________________ at the park with their friends last Monday. 

f) Ann and Tom ______________________ in their offices last week. 

g) Ken __________________________ here last Saturday, he was here last night. 

h) My friends ______________________ nervous at the first day of class. 

i) Tony and Bento ____________________ absent last class. 

j) The weather ______________________ very hot in New York last summer. 


